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ABSTRACT
A mathematical model and simulation of airborne particle collisions with a 38 m, 1.5 MW horizontal axis wind turbine blade

are presented. Two types of particles were analyzed, namely insects and sand grains. Computations were performed using a

two-dimensional inviscid flowfield solver coupled with a particle position code. Three locations along the blade were considered

and characterized by airfoils of the DU series. The insect simulations estimated the residual debris thickness on the blade,

while sand simulations computed the surface erosion rate. Results show that the impact locations along the blade depend on

angle of attack, freestream velocity, airfoil shape, and particle mass. Particles were found to collide primarily at the leading

edge. The volume of insect debris per unit span was maximum at r /R = 0.75. The erosion rate due to sand was maximum

on the low pressure side of the blade. An erosion rate approximately ten times higher was observed at r /R = 0.75, as

compared with the section at r /R = 0.35. Near the leading edge, large angles of impact occurred and erosion rate had a

minimum, while it reached maximum values slightly downstream where the impact angle was more skewed.
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A = particle reference area

AK = particle nondimensional mass

c = airfoil chord length

COE = Cost of Energy

Cd = airfoil drag coefficient

CD = particle drag coefficient

Cl = airfoil lift coefficient

d = particle diameter

D = particle drag force

E = erosion rate

EI = particle impact efficiency

ER = insect rupture efficiency

f = sand grain shape factor

GAEP = Gross Annual Energy Production

h = airfoil projected height

perpendicular to freestream

K = erosion rate constant

l = particle length

m = particle mass

n = erosion rate velocity exponent

Q = quantity of insect debris

r/R = airfoil radial location on blade

RI = impact surface ratio

RR = rupture surface ratio

Re = particle Reynolds number

Re∞ = freestream Reynolds number

s = impact location along airfoil arc

length

stot = airfoil total arc length

t = time

t/c = airfoil thickness-to-chord ratio

U = chordwise velocity component

V = chord-normal velocity

component

V∞ = freestream velocity

Vimp = particle impact velocity

VN = particle normal impact velocity

Vr = particle relative velocity

Vrup = insect rupture velocity

x = particle x-location

y = particle y-location

α = angle of attack



αr = relative angle between the

flowfield and particle velocity

β = impingement efficiency

ε = excrescence height

ηR = insect rupture ratio

λ = tip-speed ratio

θ = impact angle

μ = dynamic viscosity

ρ = density

τ = nondimensional time

Subscripts and superscripts

0 = initial state

l = lower limit

I = insect

P = particle

r = relative

S = sand

u = upper limit
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1. INTRODUCTION

Horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWTs) used for eletrical power generation are subject to fouling

and damage by airborne particles associated with the environment in which wind turbines operate.

Throughout the 20-year lifespan of a wind turbine, particles such as raindrops, sand grains, ice

crystals, hailstones, and insects are major contributors to a deterioration in turbine performance

through local airfoil surface alterations [1–4]. Turbine blades accumulate dirt especially in the

surroundings of the leading edge. Moreover, particle collisions, temperature jumps and freeze-thaw

cycles may cause existing cracks in the coating to propagate, promoting coating erosion, core

delamination, and corrosion damage due to exposure of the internal composite structure. The

originally smooth surface of the blades may change considerably, and in such cases the increased

roughness will cause a reduction in power output. For instance, once an insect collides and adheres

to the surface of the blade, the boundary layer is adversely affected and local flow separation may

occur if the residual debris thickness is comparable to the boundary layer critical height [5, 6].

However, even when this situation is seemingly minor, the drag coefficient is still increased due to

boundary layer early transition [7]. When substantial insect fouling occurs, the critical roughness

height is easily reached in the proximity of the blade leading edge. In such conditions, a bimodal

electrical power output behavior was observed for stall-regulated HAWTs [8]. Reductions of the

nominal power output up to 25% were reported during high wind days for this type of turbine [9].

New advancements in wind resource assessment have shown the benefits of offshore megawatt-

scale wind turbine installations [10, 11], in order to maximize GAEP while reducing COE. However,

offshore locations are subject to more intense sand erosion than the majority of land installations

[12–14]. Airborne sand particles collide with the blade and cause microcutting and plowing in the

coating material [15, 16] resulting in surface abrasion [17, 18]. Such damage is particularly

prominent at the outboard sections of the blade where the local relative velocity is larger compared

with inboard sections [12].

Wind farm operators are forced to schedule blade inspection and maintenance to reduce the cost

of ineffective electric power production due to degraded wind turbine blades. Disassembling a

wind turbine for factory inspection is costly, so the majority of servicing is performed on site.

Damaged areas are located through blade visual inspection, surface alterations are smoothed

through primer application and a protective polyurethane-based film is applied [19, 20]. However,

because of the highly competitive nature of the wind turbine industry, the majority of wind turbine

manufacturers are reluctant to share details of the construction materials with maintenance

companies. Therefore, technical expertise plays a critical role in blade repair success and

effectiveness [2, 21]. Moreover, repairs are mostly performed in the vicinity of the leading edge

and not necessarily on all areas exposed to damage. Further downstream, blade areas eroded by

sand and damaged by insect debris may be left untreated, promoting the enlargement of surface

damage starting at coating weakened points. An estimated 6% of overall repairs and maintenance

resources for wind turbines is dedicated to rotor blades [22, 23]. Moreover, an analysis of wind

turbine reliability showed that tip break and blade damage are the first and third most common

failure modes for wind turbines, respectively [23].

A few other detrimental aspects are involved with wind turbine operational damage. From an

aerodynamic standpoint, a reduction in aerodynamic efficiency associated with an increase of the

drag coefficient results from exposure to environmental airborne particles [24–26]. Also, an 

increasingly important issue associated with damaged blades is the level of noise generated. Blade

surface alterations may increase the level of noise generated by perturbing the boundary layer



pattern [27]. From a technological stand-point, specialized surface coatings have been developed to

assure a consistent aerodynamic performance and adequate structural integrity throughout the

lifespan of a wind turbine [28]. Modern wind turbines are delivered with a factory-applied coating,

and the majority of coating materials are polyurethane-based [29].

The goal of this study was to compute the trajectory of insects and sand grains and to

characterize the impact areas of three sections along a wind turbine blade located at 35%, 65% and

75% of the span. A three-blade, 38 m radius, 1.5 MW HAWT was chosen as a baseline for the

computations, being at present the most common wind turbine configuration in North America [30].

Two computational models were implemented to characterize the damage due to insect fouling and

sand erosion, and these models are discussed. This paper is divided into five sections: the numerical

method used for the computations is described in Section 2, the blade operating point, particle

aerodynamics, and blade damage models are introduced in Section 3, the results obtained along

with a proposed operational damage model are discussed in Section 4, and finally, conclusions are

presented in Section 5.

2. METHODOLOGY AND THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

Predicting the trajectory of impinging particles is critical when impact characteristics on the wind

turbine blade need to be determined. A lagrangian formulation code was developed in-house and

named BugFoil. BugFoil integrates a pre-existing insect trajectory code [31] and a customized

version of XFOIL [32]. Local flowfield velocity components are obtained by querying the potential

flow routine built in XFOIL, from which the particle trajectory and impact location on the airfoil

are computed. Similarly, the capabilities of BugFoil have been expanded to simulate trajectories of

sand grains.

In steady flight, the forces acting on the particle are perfectly balanced. Perturbations to such

forces are assumed to be additive to the steady-state forces. For these reasons the equations of

motion may be expressed by neglecting the steady-state forces and may be written as functions of

increments only [33]. In the current study, both insects and sand grains were treated as aerodynamic

bodies whose only associated force is the aerodynamic drag D. The main advantage of this

assumption was to simplify the evaluation of insect trajectory because the effects of lift due to the

wings are considered to be negligible compared with drag and inertia forces. It should be noted here

that regardless of the insect and blade relative orientation during impact, the chosen approach

allowed for trajectory evaluation. On the other hand, considering the insect lift force would pose the

issue of estimating the direction and magnitude of such force in a two-dimensional plane throughout

the entire rotating envelope of the wind turbine blade.

By applying Newton’s second law along the particle trajectory in both chordwise x and 

chord-normal y directions, the following equations are obtained [15, 34–36]

(1)

(2)

By projecting the drag of the particle D in both chordwise x and chord-normal y directions using

the relative angle between particle and flowfield velocity αr, the equations may be rewritten as

(3)

(4)

Given the particle velocity components UP and VP and given the velocity flowfield components

U and V at a certain point along the trajectory, the relative particle velocity Vr can be expressed as

(5)

while the trigonometric functions in Eqs. (3) and (4) may assume the form 
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(6)

(7)

By expressing the particle aerodynamic drag D as a function of dynamic pressure and by

substituting for the trigonometric functions, Eqs. (3) and (4) may be rewritten as

(8)

(9)

To scale this problem in a non-dimensional fashion, non-dimensional time, space, and mass

parameters can be introduced as

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

Nondimensionalization of Eqs. (8) and (9) by the reference velocity U yields

(14)

(15)

which represents a set of second-order, nonlinear differential equations. Once the drag coefficient of the

particle is evaluated, the trajectory can be computed by numerically solving both x and y equations.

3. BLADE DAMAGE ANALYSIS

The selected configuration is a three-blade, 1.5 MW, 38 m radius, λ = 8.7 wind turbine. Starting at

the blade root and moving toward the tip, the airfoils used are the DU 97-W-300, DU 96-W-212,

and DU 96-W-180. The airfoils relative thickness t/c and chord length c decrease along the blade

span, in accordance to conventional wind turbine designs. A wind speed of 10.5 m/s at the hub

height was selected for the chosen configuration [37]. The blade properties and inflow conditions

are summarized in Table 1. Since modern wind turbines are operated close to their maximum 

lift-to-drag ratio [37, 38], the three sections of the blade were analyzed with XFOIL and three values

of Cl were determined in the proximity of (Cl /Cd)max. The operating conditions for the three blade

sections are given in Table 2. Simulations for impact and damage due to insects and sand grains

were performed at three angles of attack corresponding to the values of Cl determined.

3.1. Trajectory evaluation

BugFoil is initialized using nondimensional input data. An equally-spaced array of particles is

placed five chord lengths upstream of the airfoil, with both initial velocity components

nondimensionalized with respect to the local freestream velocity V∞. Each particle is evaluated

individually throughout its trajectory by numerically solving the particle equations of motion
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through a predictor-corrector algorithm. As the particle approaches the airfoil, the code verifies

whether impingment occurs, and the impingement locations over the airfoil are determined. By

taking the derivative of the initial particle coordinate y0 with respect to the impingement location in

arc lengths s, the impingement efficiency is defined in the following manner

(16)

The parameter β is also referred to as collection efficiency in other studies [34]. By computing

the incoming trajectories for a vertical array of particles, the two outermost impacting ones

correspond to β = 0. Those trajectories represent the upper and lower limits of impingement. The

fraction of striking particles out of the total number is evaluated by localizing the initial upper and

lower y-limits on the upstream array of particles, namely yI
0,u and yI

0,l , as shown in Fig. 1. By

dividing the distance between these two locations by the airfoil projected height h, the

nondimensional impact efficiency parameter EI is introduced as

(17)

The parameter EI represents the height of the particle array captured by the airfoil, relative to the

airfoil projected height.

When simulating the insect trajectories, impingement may transition to rupture depending on the

impact velocity and bug species. Rupture is evaluated in the code by comparing the normal impact

velocity VN with the insect rupture velocity Vrup. A useful parameter, the rupture efficiency ER,

represents the fraction of impacting insects that ruptures. Rupture efficiency is modeled by locating

the upper and lower rupture limits on the initial insect array (see Fig. 1) and is computed as

(18)
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Table 1. Baseline blade parameters

r/R Airfoil c (m) V∞ (m/s) Re∞

0.35 DU 97-W-300 3.13 33.70 7.26 × 106

0.65 DU 96-W-212 2.08 60.41 8.64 × 106

0.75 DU 96-W-180 1.73 69.44 8.25 × 106

Table 2. Blade section operating conditions

r/R α (deg) Cl Cl / Cd

3.5 0.83 101.81

0.35 5.5 1.09 126.52

7.5 1.34 142.32

4.0 0.81 151.87

0.65 6.0 1.04 151.07

8.0 1.24 119.82

4.0 0.79 167.62

0.75 6.0 1.02 172.54

8.0 1.21 124.94

yI
0,u

yI
0,l

yR
0,u

yR
0,l

sR
u sI

u

sR
l

sI
l

Figure 1. Definition of particle impact and rupture limits.



A measure of the relative quantity of rupturing insects with respect to the impacting total is given

ηR defined as follows

(19)

The parameter ηR represents a figure of merit of the airfoil since it incorporates the rupturing

mechanism of insects. An advantage of using ηR is being independent from the airfoil projected

height h, which may not have a linear relationship with the angle of attack.

One way to estimate the blade surface area subject to particle collisions is to compute the airfoil

arc length within the upper and lower surface impingement limits, sI
u and sI

l, respectively, as shown

in Fig. 1. The result of this operation is called ΔsI . By knowing the total airfoil arc length stot, the

impact surface ratio RI can be computed as

(20)

As RI approaches unity, a larger portion of the blade area is subject to particle collision. In a similar

manner, when considering the fouling due to insects, the rupture surface ratio RR may be defined as

(21)

The parameter RR represents the amount of blade surface where rupture occurs.

3.2. Aerodynamics of the insect

Early studies on atmospheric insect population were performed to sample and identify flying insect

species in the atmospheric region 100 m above the ground in southern Great Britain [39]. It was

discovered that the most prominent species in those conditions were aphids and drosophila

melanogaster, commonly known as the fruit fly. At present, however, entomology literature does

not report extensive studies on insect population around the world and at various aerial heights.

Later aerodynamic studies conducted on fruit flies were able to estimate lift and drag coefficients

of the wings of such insects [40, 41] along with insect rupture velocity (Vrup = 10.8 m/s). Such

information was used to simulate drosophila head-on impingement over wings of air-planes [31].

In the current study, however, the insect was considered to be steady in hovering flight, due to the

large difference between the drosophila flying speed (≈ 2 m/s [42]) and the much higher blade local

speed (see Table 1). Moreover, the lift contribution due to the wings was considered negligible when

compared with inertia and drag forces of the body, as explained in Section 2.

The overall drosophila aerodynamic drag is dominated by viscous forces since its flight

Reynolds number is typically Re ≈ 102 [43–45]. The insect body drag coefficient can be approximated

by the drag coefficient of spherical shapes in the same Reynolds number range [35, 46] and by

fitting it to experimental drag values for drosophila [31, 40], that is

(22) 

where Re is based on insect body diameter. The reference value of drosophila body mass [31] is 

mI = 8.7 × 10–4 g. The drosophila input data used for computing trajectories is summarized in

Table 3. Note that Vrup is nondimensionalized by V∞ at each blade section.
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Table 3. Insect input parameters

r/R Re AKI lI/c Vrup/V∞

0.35 1562.7 0.283 2.152 × 10–4 0.322

0.65 2800.5 0.426 3.241 × 10–4 0.180

0.75 3219.2 0.514 3.900 × 10–4 0.156



3.3. Insect fouling

After impacting, insects leave streaks of fluids and fragments on the surface of the blade. The debris

thickness, called here excrescence height ε , is numerically evaluated on the blade sections.

Excrescence height is computed through normal impact velocity VN as an interpolation of

experimental impact data for drosophilas [5, 47]. The maximum excrescence height follows the

nondimensional empirical law given by [31]

(23)

where lI is the insect body length (see Table 3). The normalized excrescence height ε /lI as a function

of β is given as

(24)

where the coefficients ci are obtained by fitting experimental debris height measurements.

Integrating ε /lI along the insect impingement limits over the airfoil yields the quantity of insect

debris Q, that is

(25)

The nondimensional parameter Q represents the volume of insect debris per unit span of

the blade.

3.4 Aerodynamics of the sand grain

Airborne sand particles are mainly represented by silica-based grains. To incorporate shape

irregularities typical of sand grains, the aerodynamic drag is modeled by means of a shape factor f

defined as [46]

(26)

where a is the surface area of a sphere with the same volume of the sand grain, and AS is the actual

surface of the sand grain. Note that for perfectly spherical particles the shape factor is equal to unity.

The drag coefficient for a sand grain is written in the form [46]

(27)

where the bi coefficients are functions of f , and Rer is the relative Reynolds number defined as

(28)

The aerodynamic drag force can be expressed as [14, 36]

(29)

The sand grain lift coefficient CL is assumed to be negligible.

3.5. Sand erosion

Sand erosion has been investigated for a variety of air-breathing engines in aerospace applications

[18, 36, 48, 49]. Sand grain velocities in the compressor stages are in the same range of the wind

turbine erosion scenario. Erosion is responsible for an increase in blade surface roughness and a

decrease in structural stiffness. The parameter erosion rate E, defined as the removed mass of the target
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material divided by the mass of the impacting particle, is a function of particle impact velocity Vimp

and angle at impact θ, and it is measured in (g/g) [16]. Impact velocity is related to E through a power-

law; whereas, the correlation with impact angle strongly depends on the eroded material properties.

Erosion is characterized by two contributions: a plastic and a brittle erosion mode [15, 16] that depend

on the value of θ at which E is maximum. Most current materials used for wind blade coating are

polyurethane derivatives [50] and show a primarily plastic erosion behavior with maximum erosion

rate at θ = 30 deg [51]. A common way to model the erosion rate for plastic materials is given by the

equation [17, 49, 52–54]

(30)

where K and n are constants of the eroded material. The correlation between E and θ is implicit in

the parameters K and n fitted at various impact angles and impact velocities.

Unfortunately, there exists a lack of experimental data on polyurethane erosion at various impact

velocities [28]. At present, most of the experimental research on erosion is aimed at characterizing

polyethylene-based coatings, which have a similar erosion behavior as compared with polyurethane

[51]. For these reasons, the simulations were performed by using linear-fitted erosion constants of

ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) (see Table 4) because it has the best

performance of the polyethylene-based coatings [52]. Silica octahedron-like grains typical of desert

sand were considered for the simulation [46], with f = 0.846. A diameter of 200 µm was chosen to

be representative of common sand grain size distributions. The sand data used to initialize the

simulations is summarized in Table 5.

3.6. Code validation

The work by Bragg et al. [31] was used as a benchmark to validate the code implemented for this

study, BugFoil. While BugFoil makes use of a subroutine based on fluid potential theory included in

XFOIL [32, 55], the other work used a modified version of the Theodorsen method to obtain the

flowfield velocity components around the air-foil. Two insects impingement conditions are simulated

on a NACA 63A-415 airfoil, corresponding to α = – 0.36 and 3.0. A comparison of β-curves is shown

in Fig. 2. A good agreement exists between the two methods. The trend and shape of the β-curves are

well captured by BugFoil at both angles of attack. A slight shift of β peaks can be seen toward larger

values of s. When using BugFoil, the maximum values of β appear exactly at s = 0 with insensitive

behavior to a change in angle of attack. Moreover, the impingement limits are moved toward larger

values of s at both angles of attack. It may be concluded that the airfoil circulation computed by the

fluid potential method in BugFoil is slightly higher than the circulation obtained by the inviscid

Theodorsen method. In fact, if the airfoil is assumed to be a lumped vortex of intensity equal to

its circulation, the effect of an increased vorticity will move the impingement limits toward higher

values of s and will move the β-peak to the right.

=E K Vimp

n
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Table 4. Erosion constants

θ (deg) K n

0 0.0 2.8000

15 1.366 × 10–9 2.8065

30 3.337 × 10–9 2.6056

60 1.490 × 10–9 2.6500

90 2.350 × 10–11 2.6500

Table 5. Sand input parameters

r/R Re AKs ds /c

0.35 464.0 0.181 6.389 × 10–5

0.65 831.5 0.272 9.624 × 10–5

0.75 955.7 0.328 1.158 × 10–4



4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All simulations were performed by initializing BugFoil with the input parameters for insect and

sand grain reported in Tables 3 and 5 respectively. Each location along the blade span was analyzed

at three operating points corresponding to three angles of attack as reported in Table 2. A single

simulation required an average of 2 sec of computation time on an Intel Core i7 machine with 

8 GB RAM running LinuxMint OS.

In order to characterize the particle impact locations along the airfoil, a useful measure is given

by the airfoil arc length s. The parameter s is defined as the length of the arc starting at the particle

impact location and ending at the air-foil leading edge, normalized by the airfoil chord c. Note that

s is negative for impingement locations on the lower side of the airfoil, while it is positive on the

upper side. Also, the leading edge of a finite-thickness airfoil is located at s ≡ 0, while the trailing

edge corresponds to values of |s| ≥ 1. Results for impact of insect and sand grain are discussed in

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively.

4.1. Insect simulation

Insect trajectories and impact properties were evaluated at r/R = 0.35, 0.65 and 0.75, corresponding

to the airfoils DU 97-W-300, DU 96-W-212, and DU 96-W-180, respectively. The normalized

excrescence height ε with respect to insect length lI , and normalized normal impact velocity VN

with respect to V∞, are presented in Figs. 3, and 4, respectively, as a function of airfoil arc length s.

Peak values of ε are reached in the vicinity of s = 0 at all sections. However, for the three cases

considered the maximum value of ε is reached at r/R = 0.75, where the highest simulated freestream

velocity occurs [Fig. 3(c)], while the peak of ε decays steadily when moving to inboard sections, as

shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(a). Changing angle of attack has a modest effect on the peak value of

excrescence height. At increased angles of attack, maximum values of ε move slightly toward

negative values of s, following the shift in the stagnation streamline. Also, the insect impingement

limits move forward on the upper surface and aft on the lower surface with increasing angle of

attack. In fact, for α = 8 deg the lower impingement limit reaches the trailing edge of the airfoil, as

shown in Figs. 3(c) and 4(c).

Normal impact velocity curves, depicted in Fig. 4, show a common behavior throughout the blade

span. Velocity at impact increases at a lower rate from the lower impingement limit toward the

stagnation streamline compared with the upper impingement limit toward s = 0. For all locations, an

increment in angle of attack promotes a shallower gradient toward the peak value of VN /V∞ on the

pressure side (s < 0), while the effect is reversed on the suction side of the airfoils (s > 0). A maximum

value of VN /V∞ = 1.0 is reached at r/R = 0.75, and 0.65 in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), while the maximum

value of VN /V∞ is smaller at the most inboard section of the blade, as shown in Fig. 4(a). Moreover,

a rounded peak of VN /V∞ appears on thick blade sections, characterized by large leading edge radii

[Fig. 4(a)], as opposed to thinner sections with smaller leading edge radii [Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)].

Insect impact efficiency, rupture ratio, and quantity of debris are plotted in Fig. 5. The three blade

sections are characterized by comparable values of EI for smaller values of a, as shown in Fig. 5(a).
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Figure 3. Insect ε curves at (a) r /R = 0.35, (b) 0.65, and (c) 0.75.

Figure 4. Insect VN curves at (a) r /R = 0.35, (b) 0.65, and (c) 0.75.



When α = 8 deg, the largest value of EI is observed at the section located at r/R = 0.75. Impact effi-

ciency shows a weak correlation with α at all blade sections. Also, Fig. 5(b) shows that rupture ratio

ηR is comparable at all three sections for small angles of attack. In general, it is observed that higher

impingement efficiencies appear for outboard sections of the blade, while comparable values of

rupture efficiencies can be observed at each section, with fair insensitivity to angle of attack.

Figure 5(c) shows the quantity of insect debris Q as a function of α along the blade. The blade

section with highest values of Q is located at r/R = 0.75, followed by the section at r/R = 0.65, and

0.35. In general, Q represents a greater volume of insect debris deposited on the outboard and faster

blade sections, compared with the inboard locations. Smaller insect rupture velocity Vrup /V∞ exists

at more outboard sections, compared with lower r/R-locations along the blade, as also reflected by

higher values of ηR [Fig. 5(b)].

Results for the insect impingement and rupture surface ratio are shown in Fig. 6. The insect

impact surface ratio RI is maximum at the two most outboard sections, where r/R = 0.65 and

0.75, as shown in Fig. 6(a). The parameter RI does not display a strong correlation with lower

values of angle of attack; whereas, for values of α > 6 deg a jump in RI is observed at those

locations. For thinner blade sections, the jump in RI is due to the increased exposed area of the

blade to impingement at higher values of a, as also shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c). The rupture

surface ratio RR is presented in Fig. 6(b). The highest values of RR appear at r/R = 0.65 and

0.75, where freestream velocities are higher. It can be concluded that sections with higher

freestream velocities and smaller leading edge radii [Figs. 7(b) and 7(c)] promote insect

rupture on a larger portion of the surface area compared with slower and more inboard thicker

sections [Fig. 7(a)].
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Figure 5. Insect (a) impingement efficiency EI , (b) rupture ratio ηR, and (c) quantity of debris Q at three blade spanwise locations.



4.2. Sand simulation

Three blade sections were simulated for sand erosion, and curves of impingement efficiency β and

erosion rate E are plotted versus airfoil arc length s in Figs. 8 and 9. At r/R = 0.35 a rounded peak

of β ≈ 0.9 appears in the proximity of s = 0 for all angles of attack [Fig. 8(a)]. An increment in α
causes the sand β-curve to shift toward negative values of s, indicating an increased probability of

sand impingement on the pressure side of the airfoil (s < 0). Moving toward the blade tip, the peak

of β is sharper, and its maximum value is approximately 1.0, as shown in Figs. 8(b) and 8(c). The

smaller relative thickness and nose radii of the DU 96-W-212 and –180 airfoils compared with the

DU 97-W-300 airfoil yield the increase of β. When airfoil thickness is reduced, β increases in

maximum value and in growth gradient along s.

By analyzing the curves for erosion rate E in Fig. 9, a common behavior is apparent for the three

blade sections. While there are two peaks, the maximum value of E is reached on the suction side

of all airfoils (s > 0) at locations slightly aft of the leading edge. At higher angles of attack, the peak
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value of E increases and appears at lower values of s, closer to the leading edge. On the pressure

side of the airfoil (s < 0), a broader but lower peak of erosion rate is observed. In general, the peak

values of erosion rate are consistently lower on the pressure side of all airfoils with respect to the

peak values at the suction side.

The values E at the blade leading edge (s = 0) are close to zero for all sections. This behavior

is physical and intrinsic in the coefficients K and n used to model eqn. (30) (see Table 4). Erosion

experiments on flat-plate plastic materials show a peak in erosion rate for impact angles ≈ 30 deg,

while two minima are reached for tangent (θ = 0 deg) and normal impacts (θ = 90 deg) [28, 51,

56]. The present erosion simulations reflect a coherent behavior in the proximity of the stagnation

line, where s ≈ 0 and θ ≈ 90 deg. When considering sand particles impinging away from such

region, their impact velocity is higher while their impact angle is lower, which results in a peak

of erosion rate at θ ≈ 22 deg. As θ approaches 0 deg, the erosion rate on the blade surface

becomes negligible. Finally, the overall blade maximum erosion rate is reached at the most

outboard section, located at r/R = 0.75 [Fig. 9(c)], while a value of E an order of magnitude lower

is observed at r/R = 0.35 [Fig. 9(a)]. It can be concluded that given a ratio of freestream velocities

V∞, 0.35/V∞, 0.75 ≈ 0.5, an erosion rate significantly lower is observed for the more inboard section

of the blade.

The impact efficiency EI is plotted versus angle of attack in Fig. 10(a). As α increases, EI increases

linearly at all three blade locations. The section showing highest values of EI is the thickest, while

the thinnest airfoil shows the lowest values. Sand grains are lighter and smaller than insects, and this

fact is reflected by values of EI being greater than unity for the majority of test cases. An inflection

in the sand grain upper limit trajectory exists as the particle approaches the blade section. The

trajectory inflection makes values of EI > 1 appear. The smallest envelope of sand grains is captured

by the blade sections at r/R = 0.65 and 0.75. On the other hand, by analyzing Fig. 10(b), maximum
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Figure 8. Sand β curves at a r /R of (a) 0.35, (b) 0.65, and (c) 0.75



impact surface ratio RI appears at the outboard section, where r/R = 0.75. The surface area of sand

grains at r/R = 0.35 is approximately a third in size compared with r/R = 0.75. For α = 8 deg,

comparable values of RI appear at r/R = 0.65 and 0.75.

To shed more light on the blade erosion characteristics, E versus impact angle θ is plotted for

the most inboard section (r/R = 0.35) at α = 3.5 deg in Fig. 11. The peak of erosion rate occurs
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Figure 9. Sand E curves at a r /R of (a) 0.35, (b) 0.65, and (c) 0.75
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Figure 10. Sand (a) impingement efficiency EI and (b) impact surface ratio RI at three blade spanwise locations



at θ = 22 deg, for both upper and lower blade sides. The role played by the distribution of impact

velocity around the curved surface of the blade is apparent. A larger value of E is observed on the

blade upper side where dynamic pressure is higher, as opposed to the blade lower side, where E

is lower. Such behavior is correlated to the velocity flowfield around the blade section.

A broader range of negligible erosion rate in the vicinity of the stagnation point is observed

at r/R = 0.35, as shown in Fig. 12(a), compared with thinner and more outboard sections [see

Figs. 12(b) and 12(c)]. On the other hand, a wider range of negligible erosion rate is observed

on the blade pressure side at r/R = 0.75 [Fig.12(c)] as compared with more inboard sections.

When moving toward the blade tip, both of the peaks in E increase in value and move toward

the blade leading edge, particularly the pressure side peak.
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Figure 11. Sand erosion rate E at r /R = 0.35 and α = 3.5 deg

Figure 12. Contours of sand erosion rate E at (a) r /R = 0.35 (α = 5.5 deg), (b) r /R = 0.65 (α = 6 deg), and (c) r /R = 0.75

(α = 6 deg), where the black circles are placed at sand grain impact locations, and the grey circles indicate maximum E on the
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The result of a continuous erosion produced by sand grains may appear as core composite material

exposure in the vicinity of the blade leading edge, where E has a maximum. However, the erosion

mechanism associated with composite matrix materials used for wind turbine blades [57, 58]

typically shows maximum erosion rate for θ in the range of 45–55 deg [59–61]. In general, composite

matrix materials have different erosion constants K and n compared with the outer coating.

A proposed model to explain operational damage to blades due to airborne particles is as follows:

1.  Particles collide mainly in the proximity of the blade leading edge. The maximum observed

insect debris thickness is close to the blade stagnation point; whereas, sand grains collide

with the blade surface and promote two erosion peaks downstream of the stagnation point,

where impact angles reach ≈ 22 deg.

2.  Over the long term, sand erosion may cause a removal of coating material where E is high.

On the other hand, a narrow strip of intact coating may be left along the very leading edge

of the blade, where the erosion rate is significantly lower [see Fig. 13].

3.  The bonding properties of the leading edge residual coating may decay due to a lack of

coating integrity. The detachment of this residual coating is further promoted by impact with

heavier particles such as insects. A completely uncoated area in the proximity of the leading

edge may result as a consequence.

4. The action of sand grains continues by eroding the composite core matrix of the blade.

However, the peak of erosion rate for core matrix materials occurs at θ ≈ 45– 55 deg [54, 59–

61]. In such conditions, the peak of E shifts to s-locations closer to the stagnation line of the

blade, causing further damage at that location.

5.  Assuming the absence of cracks in the coating, the erosion proceeds from areas just

downstream of the leading edge to more upstream locations. Such behavior is valid when

plastic-based coatings and composite core materials are chosen for blade manufacturing.

The results for insect and sand grain impact are summarized in Table 6. Note that the rupture

ratio ηR and rupture surface ratio RR may be defined for insects, but not for sand grains.
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Figure 13. Leading edge of a wind turbine blade exposed to erosion (courtesy of 3M)

Table 6. Average values of impact efficiency, rupture ratio, impact

surface ratio, and rupture surface ratio

Particle r/R (EI)avg (ηR)avg (RI)avg (RR)avg

0.35 0.904 0.874 0.284 0.185

Insect 0.65 0.954 0.922 0.420 0.230

0.75 0.980 0.844 0.466 0.233

0.35 1.262 – 0.220 –

Sand 0.65 1.156 – 0.360 –

0.75 1.111 – 0.489 –



5. CONCLUSION

The present paper described simulations to evaluate operational damage of wind turbine blades due to

insects and sand grains. The trajectories of impinging particles were evaluated through a numerical

code that computed particle properties at impact. The average values of impact efficiency, rupture

ratio, impact surface ratio, and rupture surface ratio along the blade were reported. Values of average

impact efficiency EI slightly increase for insects along the span, while they decrease for sand grain

collision. Average values of rupture ratio ηR are comparable at all blade sections; however, the highest

value appears at r/R = 0.65. Another result is given by the average impact surface ratio RI which

increases along the blade for both insects and sand grains, meaning that larger portions of the blade

surface are exposed to particle collisions. Larger rupture surface ratio RR is found at higher freestream

velocities and thinner blade sections, meaning that a larger surface area of the blade is exposed  to

insect rupture at such locations when compared with inboard locations. A similar result is given by the

quantity of insect debris Q along the blade, which is also larger at outboard sections.

The erosion analysis showed that two peaks of erosion rate appear at each blade section. 

A higher erosion rate is reached where freestream velocities are greater. In fact, values of

maximum erosion rate approximately ten times higher occur at r/R = 0.75 compared with the most

inboard section, r/R = 0.35 due to the nonlinear behavior of erosion rate through sand impact

velocity. This conclusion is remarkable, considering a freestream velocity approximately 50%

lower at r/R = 0.35, compared with the freestream velocity at r/R = 0.75. Also, it was observed that

a higher erosion rate occurs on the blade suction side, while a lower peak appears on the pressure

side for the considered angles of attack. Conversely, the blade upper surface shows narrower

ranges of higher erosion rate compared with lower but broader ranges on the bottom surface. When

moving toward the blade tip, the two peaks of erosion rate come closer and approach the blade

leading edge. In an actual case with photo record, it was observed that the first visible erosion

damage would appear at such locations.
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